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ABSTRACT
A power bank is designed for Portal Devices (PD). Power banks have different ports for input and output. This paper collects several methods for detecting the attachment and detachment of the input and output ports. Input detection always employs voltage comparators to monitor the input voltage. For output detection, there are three valid options: (1) button control, (2) polling control, and (3) automatic toggling control. Three methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. Button control is simple and power saving. Polling control and automatic toggling control are convenient. Every method, with detailed examples are explained in this paper.
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1 Introduction
A power bank is essentially a portable charger making Smartphones on-the-go easier and more convenient to use. This technology is a must-have for traveling salespeople, students, and virtually anyone that must ensure they never run out of battery throughout a busy day. These mobile power banks charge phones or other devices as many as three times with one full charge.
Power Bank Structure

2 Power Bank Structure

Though there are a variety of products on the market, a power bank always contains at least two types of ports, as shown in Figure 1:

- **Input port:** The power bank can be charged by plugging the USB cable to the input port while another end of the USB cable can be connected to a USB source such as an electrical adapter, a powered-computer’s USB port, or even another power bank that is able to provide the energy to the power bank. The built-in battery is charged through the input port via a built-in charger.

- **Output port:** By plugging the USB Type-A plug of a standard USB cable into the power bank output port, the built-in battery can discharge the stored energy to any devices with a USB port.

![Figure 1. Typical Power Bank Structure](image)

To extend battery life and minimize power when a power bank is powered off during system idle, shipping, or storage, the power bank can turn off the discharge path of the battery so that the output voltage is zero to minimize the battery leakage current. Once the power bank is signaled to be charged or discharged, it wakes up the system from idle mode and re-enables the discharge path; several methods are implemented to detect the input and output attachment events.

3 Input Detection

A simple way to detect the input attachment is to monitor the input voltage with some voltage comparators. Most current products employ this method. Usually, these voltage comparators are built-in. Figure 2 gives an example of the bq25895. There are 3 voltage comparators monitoring the input voltage. When an input source is plugged in, those input comparators check if the VBUS voltage is in a valid range so that a signal can be generated for notifying the control units. After the control unit receives this signal, they continue to work per the input status.

Similarly, if the input source is removed from the input port, the VBUS voltage decreases from the normal level to 0. This triggers one or more input voltage comparators to reverse the signal before and then the control units know the input detachment.

![Figure 2. Input Detection of the bq25895](image)
4 Output Detection

There are several ways to detect the output attach and detach events. Considering the role of a power bank, its main purpose is to supply the power to the devices whenever they are attached.

4.1 Button Control

The On/Off button shown in Figure 1 gives a simplest method to achieve this goal. The output of the power bank is enabled and disabled by pressing that button. The internal button pressing circuit is shown in Figure 3. The signal transmitted to the control units is high when the S1 is not pressed. When S1 is pressed, this signal gets pulled down so that the control units can capture this transition. After that, the control unit starts to detect the input and output port. If a device is detected at the input or output port, the power bank is forced to change its own role according to the input or output detection result. If nothing is attached, the control units enable the output and start the discharging function. On the contrary, if the discharging path is already working when that button is pressed, the control units stop discharging and shutdown the output of the power bank. In this case, the system can shut down most of the control units and the quiescent current is reduced to be very low.

![Figure 3. On/Off Button Circuit](image-url)
4.2 Polling Control

Polling the output current periodically is a convenient method for determining attach and detach events compared with button control. Figure 4 shows a ground return path for output port in power bank employing the polling control. Generally, the output current of a power bank flows from the VBUS of a USB receptacle to a PD through a USB cable and then flows back to GND of the USB receptacle from the PD. In Figure 4, there is a blocking MOSFET Q_{gnd} and a shunt resistor R_{gnd} being inserted between the system ground (PGND) and the ground of the USB receptacle (GND). Once Q_{wk} is turned on, the output current flows through Q_{wk} and R_{gnd}. During the attach check period, the control units are configured to enable Q_{wk} and sample the current flowing from R_{gnd} periodically. A pre-determined low current threshold is employed to compare with the reported output current. If the output current is 0 or close to 0, it can be recognized as an unattached status so that the Q_{wk} can be turned off until the next check period to eliminate the undesirable current at output port. If the output current is higher than that low current threshold, which means the load is sinking the current from the output port and the output discharge continues to be enabled.

![Figure 4. Ground Return Path of a Power Bank](image)

4.3 Automatic Toggling Control

Though the polling control is convenient for the users, it has a drawback that requires the output power path to be enabled periodically when the output port is not attached. That requires an additional quiescent current even when nothing is attached and reduces the storage time of power banks. Automatic toggling control can resolve this problem perfectly. Figure 5 gives an example of this method employed in the TI Designs – PMP4451 and PMP11536. As shown in Figure 5, another small signal MOSFET Q_{wk} is added at the USB receptacle ground (GND). Its drain is tied to a DC voltage (V_{DD}) via a pullup resistor (R_{up}) so that the status of the drain of Q_{wk} (named as WAKE_N in Figure 5) is clamped as ‘1’ when Q_{wk} is not turned on. This signal (WAKE_N) is also fed to the general purpose input port of control units. A resistor with large resistance, R_{wk}, in Figure 5 is bridged between the USB receptacle ground (GND) and system ground (PGND). Meanwhile, this resistor is also in parallel with shunt resistor R_{gnd} and blocking MOSFET Q_{wk}.
4.3.1 Output Attach

In unattached mode, control units shut down Q<sub>wk</sub> and do not sample R<sub>gnd</sub>. The gate of Q<sub>wk</sub> is tied to PGND and no voltage is applied at gate and the source of Q<sub>wk</sub>. Therefore, Q<sub>wk</sub> stays disabled and the voltage level of the drain of Q<sub>wk</sub> remains ‘1’, resulting in the control units being in sleep state. There is not any additional quiescent current flowing though the output power path since all of the power MOSFETs are turned off all the time.

![Automatic Toggling Control Circuit](image)

**Figure 5. Automatic Toggling Control Circuit**

Once a PD is attached, VBUS and GND of the USB receptacle are connected instead of floating. Though the power path is still blocked by Q<sub>wk</sub>, a leakage current is flowing from VBUS to system ground (PGND), as shown in Figure 5. This leakage current generates a voltage drop V<sub>R_wk</sub> across R<sub>wk</sub>. As the large resistance of R<sub>wk</sub>, V<sub>R_wk</sub> is easily increased and clamped at VBUS. Therefore, Q<sub>wk</sub> is turned on when V<sub>R_wk</sub> exceeds Q<sub>wk</sub>’s gate threshold voltage. The transition of WAKE_N, as well as the voltage level of Q<sub>wk</sub>’s drain, triggers an interruption in control units to wake up all of the control circuit. Then the control units are ready for performing the discharging control.
4.3.2 Output Detach

After the system is awaken for discharging, the control units turn on \( Q_{wk} \) with EN_OUT and WAKE_N is pulled up again. In this case, WAKE_N is unable to indicate the availability of a PD. In order to detect the output attachment correctly, the output current sample mechanism used in polling control is employed. During discharging mode, control units monitor the output current flowing through \( R_{\text{gnd}} \). When the reported output current is 0 or close to 0 for a while, the control units shut down \( Q_{wk} \) and check the status of WAKE_N. If the PD is removed, WAKE_N remains ‘1’, otherwise WAKE_N transit from ‘1’ to ‘0’ and then EN_OUT is re-enabled. This polling mechanism can run periodically until the output port is actually detached.

5 Summary

This report collects the methods for detecting the input and output ports of a power bank. A power bank is designed for portal devices. Long-running time of a built-in battery is the critical requirement. The input and output, attach and detach methods previously mentioned provide a way for power banks to reduce the standby power loss in unattached mode while enhancing the convenience of a product. Input detection is easy to implement. For different methods of output detection, button control is simple and power saving. Polling control is convenient but may consume an additional quiescent current and limits the max running time of built-in batteries. Automatic toggling control can resolve the problem of polling control by adding a simple patch making it a better choice for the portable application.
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